Introduction
The major emphasis of Lars Ahlfors's research before the Second World War wa,s connected with value-distribution theory, although with hindsight we can also see hints of later directions. Fhnction theory already had a long tradition in Finland [11, p. 4 ],l321and Ahlfors began his career just after the first waves from the theory developed by his teacher, Rolf Nevanlinna, had crested. In an age with no photocopying, limited telephone and transportation, fundamental contributions by Collingwood and Littlewood (in England), Bloch, Valiron and Carta,n (Fbance), and Shimizu (Japan) and others had quickly followed Nevanlinna's publicaticin [58] ; in [58, p. 91] we ffnd special mention of the signiffcant role of Collingwood and Littlewood in the very formulation of the second funda,rrental theorem. The main direction of Ahlfors' s work was to return to the foundations of the subject, and view it from a more geometric (and differential geometric) point of view. This has provided the basis of almost all subsequent generalizations. We also find here the genesis of later work in quasiconformal mappings, conformal metrics and extremal length.
There may have been a less dramatic influence on the classical situation of meromorphic functions in the plane, where much research has been concentrated on problems already posed by Nevanlinna himself. For the most part, these were more refined questions whose very formulation would involve the order p of the function; in Ahlforsts work in value distribution, p rarely appears. Ifowever, his very first achievement was in a different direction, one in which p plays an essential role.
Denjoyts conjecture-Ahlforsts theorem
Ahlfors accompanied Nevanlinna to Ziirich in , where he became interested in Denjoy's conjecture: if / is entire and (M(r) is the maximum modulus function) IogM(r) = O(rp) a,s r + oo, then .f ".tt have at most 2p distinct finite asymptotic values. M*ry years later, Nevanlinna told me of his concern when his student disappeared for several weeks. Finally he appeared with the solution [2] in hand; Nevanlinna had by then been apprehensive for the young ma,n's sa,fety.
doi:10.5186/aasfm.1988.1325 330 David Drasin This may appear as a specialized question, but "its general significance de- pends on the influence it has exerted on developing new methods" [62, p. 14].
TodaS this work is probably viewed as belonging to harmonic measure--extremal length, so outside the scope of this article. It does display an elegant use of the length-area method, a technique which Ahlfors applied in many settings through his career. A full discussion of Ahlfors's work [2] and its enormous impact appears in Ba,ernstein's article in this collection.
Nevanlinnats theory
This subject is well developed in the texts [41] , [44] , [60] , [64] . We recall some basic notions. Let f (z) be meromorphic in B(n) : {lrl < å}, where 0 < .R ( oo. Let .lf(r, o) : fi n(t,a)t-r dt be the integrated counting function of the c-values including multiplicity; similarly we define IF(r, a) in terms of. -n(r,, a), where multiplicity is ignored (these formulas must be modified when /(0) : a).
The compensating term is (2.1) m(r,a).-*(,,å) :** Io'"ros+*fi^ae @#*) (rn(r,m) : n(r,7) : Qr)-t f"t"s*l/@eie)ld0). Nevanlinna We call f admissible if R: oo and / is nonconstant, or if .R < oo and limsup,-6 T(r)[log{t/(n -r)}] : oo. The second fundamental theorem is considered to be far deeper than (2.2), and requires that / be admissible. Definition (3.6) was introduced by G. Valiron [88] who proved that if / has finite order then I/ is a planar null set. Ahlfors Much of this has been extended to higher dimensions. See, for example, [15] and the survey in [73] . Application to a different situation is in [1] .
The second fundamental theorem and conformal metrics
Here we discuss [5] (and to a lesser extent [8] ) and its influence on some of the generalizations of Nevanlinna theory. We consider equidimensional mappings in Section 5 and meromorphic curves in Section 6. That these papers have proved so influential seems due to the transparency of methods in [5] and the connections with geometry in [8] .
The paper [5] gives an efficient, self-contained and rather complete account of the author's version of classical Nevanlinna theory, one that is often used in the standard texts (cf. [49] , [87] The terms on the left side of (a.a) reflect different considerations, ones which carry through in other contexts: the differential geometry of the target space C* and imposing a suitable metric on it. Also, it is not hard to see that the right side ot @.$ is negligible:
Indeed, w€ may average )(") so that A(') = lo'" a fixed los p!n) -,fLos (ttl*,o,1) -,,los (f los (ttl.,,o,))) + c (C to guara^ntee (4.2)), and computes directly that A(r) in (a.6) difers from ZrErn(r,a,) by O(t"gf(r)). Hence (2.a) and so (2.5) follow at once from these estimates.
That elementary metrics such as (4.7) can achieve (2.4) made generalizations tempting and perhaps inevitable. Ahlfors comments that his motivation for (a.7) was F. Nevanlinna's proof of (2.a) based on the hyperbolic metric on Co = C \ {ai}ql (1571; ct. [64, IX.4] [38] . The research monograph of Sario-Noshiro [70] reflects a similar orientation.
Chern's next contribution, [25] (submitted only a few months after [24] Appendix. Ahlfors's success with elementary, if singular metrics led to his short note [9] , which must be arnong his most cited papers. If one is interested in results less refined than the Neva,nlinna theorems (2.a) and (2.5), it is possible to go far with surprisingly elementary methods in th'e spirit of [9] . One useful account of this is in Minda-Schober [56] .
The impact of Ahlfors's work in value-distribution theory 337
The Carlson-Griffiths theory
The path suggested by [25] was pursued in the 1970's, by Ph. Griffiths and his co-authors, especially J. Carlson and J. King. A spirited guided tour is in Gdfffths's lectures [43] , and there now is a beautifully written expository monograph by B. Shabat [73] .
We consider an entire holomorphic map The work [16] A. Bloch; cf. [18] .) The first fundamental theorem follows from Jensen's formula. Cartan's elegant proof in l22j is reproduced in [51] and [77] .
As one direct application of (6.2), we obtain E. Borel Ahlfors's work has been extended in several ways since 1941. Already in tg53 [82] , W. Stoll had developed a general theory for /: C' ---+ CP*, which was based on [10] and [95] . In subsequent work, Stoll has developed a very general theory of mappings, for which we refer to the survey [84] , and Professor Stoll's several well-known monographs.
It is now possible to base a proof of (6.1) and (6.2) for /: C' + CP-on the LLD,, thus putting these results in the framework of [22] (where m: L). This has been shown by A. Vitter [90] . Vitter's proof was based on the Carlson-Griffiths theory as further developed by Griffiths.
We also cite the paper [28] , in which the authors extend the Carlson-Griffiths theory to meromorphic curves. In order to recover Ahlfors's theory for the associated curves, they introduce a family of metrics ro; for the various dimension encounted. Each a.,; has a form in the spirit of (4.7), but now the full collection is to be "negatively curved" [28, p. 107].
The role of non-degeneracy in these questions is not settled. For example in L933, Ca"rtan conjectured in that (6.2) should be replaced by t 6@) <(2*-k+1) (6.3) if /: C ---+ CP-is h-non-degenerate: /(C) is contained in a &-dimensional subspace of CP*, but none of lower dimension. (Note that (6.3) does not follow from (6.2) restricted to a CP&, since the hyperplanes .ly'i n CP& need not be in general position.) Cartan's conjecture has recently been proved by E.I. Nochka [65] ; an extension to the associated curves has now been achieved by Wanxi Chen [23] .
Open problems and other related results are given in [77] and [73] . Ahlfors's hope [10, p. 1] to extend the methods of [10] to value-distribution of arbitrary algebraic manifolds also remains unfulfilled. The function e' shows that the bound "2)) in (2.5) is sharp. The inverse problem asks for more: given data 6; ) 0, 0; ) 0,0 ( 6; * 0; I 1, such that (2.3) holds, and a sequence of complex numbers a;, find a function /(z) which is meromorphic in the plane with 6(o;,f):6;, 0(o;,f): d;, and 6(a,f): 0(", f) : 0 otherwise. R. Nevanlinna proposed this as far back as [60] . W by this author [30] . Since D6(",)t/t < oo if .f has finite order [92] However, once / has algebraic branch points (in particular [31] if / has order p which is not an integral multiple of. L/2) it seems hopeless to recover / concretely from its Schwarzian. Very precise information is needed to compute the deficiencies which arise when the plane is mapped to a given surface F; recall that in general the deficiencies will even depend on the choice of origin.
In [ All this anticipates [30] , in which the solution is obtained by fitting together by quasiconformal mappings portions of certain surfaces .F', and applying a generalization of Teichmiiller's theorem due to P. Belinskii. Because of advances in the subject (with Ahlfors one of the key contributors) no explicit mention of Riemann surfaces is needed in [30] .
The inverse problem is not settled in most of the more general theories. Dai Chong-jyi and Fuchs [39] have a partial solution to (2.5), when the data given are small functions a(z). Quasiconformal Nevanlinna's original approach to his theory was purely potential-theoretic, but Nevanlinna quickly observed [61] that (2.4) could be viewed as a transcendental form of the classical Riemann-Hurwitz relation. This is described very carefully in Chapter 12 of Nevanlinna's monograph [6a] and provides an elegant if formal way of seeing the upper bound "2u in (2.4). Indee d, if. r(z) effects a rational map of degree n on the sphere (n is the "number of sheets"), the mean ramification of r is equal to
where the sum is over all branch points p of r, and å is the order of branching.
The Riemann-Ilurwitz formula asserts that V : I -2n-r; the main term 2 is the (negative of the) Euler characteristic of C*.
Nevanlinna motivates his second fundamental theorem (2.a) in the following way. Let f be meromorphic in the plane, and suppose there exists a sequence r^(z) of rational functions of degree ftm 1 m which tend appropriately to /. Consider the Riemann-Hurwitz relation for each r-where in the sum (8.1) (with n' : Tt,m) we group points p such that r-(p) : a for each to-value a. Then perhaps one could obtain Q.$ in the limit: for each o, the terms 6(o) would correspond to the density ofbranch points "ofinfinite order" lying over a of f(z), and 0(o) the density of algebraic branch points "over" tD : a. Clearly 2 is the limit of the corresponding quantities V-. It is striking that when M. Pesonen specializes the arguments of [68] to the plane [54] showed that (2.5) and a slightly weaker form of (2.4) in fact do follow from (8.7). Miles in [55] and [47] (the latter with Hayman) [13] (cf. also G. Valiron [89] ) suggested that coverings of domains might provide a more uniform way of looking at these matters and lead to a theory less sensitive to small perturbations. It is Bloch [13, p. 941 who suggested a study of what we all call ^9(r, "f), .nd on p. 87 [48] in 1977; (8.4) is true if / is a universal cover map of Ö \,4 with .4 an infinite set. Hence, it was a surprise when J. Fernrindez [36] showed that if / is any set of zero logarithmic capacitg and /: B(L) + Ö \ a, then no more than (8.13) need hold universally as r --+ 1.
Fernåndez's theorem thus provides a bizarre characterization of sets of capacity zero,for if ,4. has positive capacity then limsup,*r?(r)log((1 -r)-t) :0, so that trivially 5(r) : [29] has shown that Ahlfors-regular curves are significant in a completely difierent context: it is precisely these curves 7 for which the Cauchy integral defines a bounded operator on L2(1).
F. Iteration theory. The classical theory of iteration of (non-linear) rational maps goes back to P. Fatou and G. Julia, and in [33] , Fatou initiated the study ofiteration of (non-linear) entire functions. This subject has in recent years been among the most active on one-variable function theory. Recall I.N. Baker [12] used [6] in essential way to prove the Theorem. Let 
Conclusion
In the past several yea,rs, renewed interest in the subject has come from'its formal analogies to Roth's theorem in number theory [51] , [66] , [g1] . Vojta has even compiled a "dictiona,ry" between the two disciplines.
This survey has omitted a great deal of relevant material. But the evidence presented here compels the conclusion that these ideas will continue to inspire our science for many years to come.
